Side Letter to Collective Bargaining Agreement
Between the University of California, San Francisco
And AFSCME Local 3299

Premium Overtime:

Effective one month after the signed side letter agreement for premium overtime and weekend differential (or closest pay period for bi weekly employees), UCSF shall pay Patient Care Technical (EX) unit employees time and one-half (1 1/2) pay for hours worked after their regularly scheduled shift of eight hours or greater.

Weekend Differential:

A. Weekend Differential will be paid at the rates listed on Appendix A of the current agreement.

B. Effective one month after the signed side letter agreement for premium overtime and weekend differential (or closest pay period for bi weekly employees), UCSF shall pay weekend differential to Patient Care Technical employees who are assigned to work weekend hours.

C. A Weekend shift differential shall be paid for all hours worked on a shift, including on-call hours worked or call-back minimum whichever is greater in accordance with the Side letter regarding Call Back dated April 16, 2004, beginning between the hours of 19:00 Friday and before 23:59 on Sunday.

This sideletter agreement will be in effect from the date identified above through 11:59 p.m. on September 30, 2007.
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